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JUDGMENT 
 

IN THE NAME OF THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND 
 

 

31 May 2010 
 

 

Sąd Okręgowy w Warszawie Wydział XXII (the Regional Court of Warsaw, 

22nd Division) 
 
Sąd Wspólnotowych Znaków Towarowych i Wzorów Przemysłowych (the Community 
Trademark and Design Court) 
 

composed of: 
 

Presiding Judge   Judge of the Regional Court Beata Piwowarska 
 
Clerk to the Court  Dorota Mazurek, Legal counsel trainee 

 

having examined on 17 May 2010 

 

the case filed by K Sportowa Spółka Akcyjna in Warsaw 

against A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw 

 

- for the protection of rights to trade marks  

 

 

prohibits A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw from infringing the rights of the claimant to the word 

Community trade mark Legia Warszawa (CTM 3 805 439), word and figurative 

Community trade mark L LEGIA WARSZAWA SSA KLUB PIŁKARSKI 

(CTM 3 775 707) and word and figurative Community trade mark L KSSA 

(CTM 3 775 657), word and figurative mark 90 lat L (R-196 641), word and figurative 

mark L (R-211 512), word and figurative mark L (R-211 513), word and figurative mark 

L (R-211 514) and word and figurative mark L (R-211 515), that is offering, marketing 

and advertising in any way, including on the Internet, the following goods: scarves, 

undershirts, sweatshirts, hats, sun visors, shorts, key rings, emblems, children’s clothing, 



gloves, lanyards, stamps, clocks, pennants, car accessories (in particular car undershirts, 

car scarves and car scents), pens, cups, glassware (in particular wine glasses and glasses), 

tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets, bearing signs showing: 

 

a) the letter ‘L’ in a circle;  

 
b) the letter ‘L’ in a circle with a red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ 

placed under the circle;  

c) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath with a crown placed above 

it;  
 

d) the letter ‘L’ in a circle on a background of red/white/green stripes;  
 

e) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, placed on a red/green chess board shield with stylised 

lions placed on either side of the shield and a crown on top of the shield and a 

red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the shield;  
 

f) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with stylised lions placed on either side of the circle, a 

crown above the circle and a sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the circle;  

g) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with stylised lions placed on either side of the circle, a 

crown above the circle and a red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under 

the circle;  
 

h) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with the following numbers placed on either side of the 

letter, placed diagonally from each other: ‘19’ at the top and ‘16’ at the bottom;  

i) a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes, with the letter ‘L’ 

placed in a circle in the top right-hand corner of the razor blade;  

j) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown placed above 

it, and above the crown the words ‘Urodziłem się z’, with the words ‘w sercu’ 

under it and red/white/green stripes placed on either side of it;  
 

k) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown placed above 

it, on a background of green/white/red/white diagonal stripes;  

l) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown placed above 

it, with red/green stripes in the bottom section, on each side;  

m) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, on the background of a shield, with stylised lions placed 

on either side of the shield, a crown above the shield and a white sash with the 

word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the shield;  

n) a right hand with visible clenched fingers: the middle, ring and little fingers, and 

the thumb and index finger straightened in such a way that the thumb and index 

finger portray the letter ‘L’ inscribed in the circle;  

 



2. orders A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw to recall its goods, specified in paragraph 1, bearing the 

signs specified under letters (a)-(n).;  
 
3. orders the respondent to place, within 14 days of the judgment becoming final and legally 

valid, on the main page of the website at www.abjsport.pl and keep, for an uninterrupted 

period of six months, information with the following wording: By judgment of 

31 May 2010 the Regional Court of Warsaw – Community Trademark and Design Court 

prohibited A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw, from infringing the rights of K S.S.A. in Warsaw to 

Community trade marks Legia Warszawa (CTM 3 805 439), L LEGIA WARSZAWA SSA 

KLUB PIŁKARSKI (CTM 3 775 707) and L KSSA (CTM 3 775 657) and national trade 

marks 90 lat L (R-196 641) and L (R-211 512, R-211 513, R-211 514 and R-211 515), 

namely marketing, offering and advertising the following goods: scarves, undershirts, 

sweatshirts, hats, sun visors, shorts, key rings, emblems, children’s clothing, gloves, 

lanyards, stamps, clocks, pennants, car accessories (in particular car undershirts, car 

scarves and car scents), pens, cups, glassware (in particular wine glasses and glasses), 

tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets, bearing signs identical or similar to the 

trade marks of K S.S.A. in Warsaw. The Court ordered a recall of the respondent’s goods 

marked in this way. It held that the actions of A Sp. J. infringe the claimant’s exclusive 

rights; 
 

4. orders that the remainder of the claim be dismissed;  
 

5. sets the final fee at PLN 3 000 (three thousand) and deems it collected from the 

claimant to the amount of PLN 1 000 (one thousand);  
 

6. orders that the amount of PLN 2 000 be collected from A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw, in 

favour of the State Treasury (the Regional Court of Warsaw) towards the remaining 

part of the final fee payable;  
 

7. awards the amount of PLN 2 657 (two thousand six hundred and fifty-seven) against 

the respondent in favour of the claimant as reimbursement for the costs of the court 

proceedings.  
 
 
 
 



STATEMENT OF GROUNDS 
 

 

By the claim of 3 March 2010 K Sportowa Spółka Akcyjna in Warsaw requested that: 

 

1. A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw be prohibited from infringing the rights of the claimant to the 

following Community trade marks: the word mark Legia Warszawa (CTM 3 805 439), 

word and figurative mark L LEGIA WARSZAWA SSA KLUB PIŁKARSKI 

(CTM 3 775 707) and word and figurative mark L KSSA (CTM 3 775 657), national 

trade marks: word and figurative mark 90 Lat L (R-196 641), word and figurative mark 

L (R-211 512), word and figurative mark L (R-211 513), word and figurative mark L 

(R-211 514) and word and figurative mark L (R-211 515), including on the Internet, 

marketing in any way, of goods in the form of: scarves, undershirts, sweatshirts, hats, sun 

visors, shorts, key rings, emblems, children’s clothing, gloves, lanyards, stamps, clocks, 

pennants, car accessories (in particular car undershirts, car scarves and car scents), pens, 

cups, glassware (in particular wine glasses and glasses), tables, stickers, sticker art, 

calendars and wallets, bearing signs showing: 
 
o) the letter ‘L’ in a circle;  
 
p) the letter ‘L’ in a circle with a red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ placed under 

the circle;  

q) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath with a crown placed above it;  
 
r) the letter ‘L’ in a circle on a background of red/white/green stripes;  
 
s) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, placed on a red/green chess board shield with stylised lions 

placed on either side of the shield and a crown on top of the shield and a red/green sash 

with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the shield;  
 
t) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with stylised lions placed on either side of the circle, a crown 

above the circle and a sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the circle;  

u) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with stylised lions placed on either side of the circle, a crown 

above the circle and a red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the circle;  

v) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with the following numbers placed on either side of the letter, 

placed diagonally from each other: ‘19’ at the top and ‘16’ at the bottom;  

w) a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes, with the letter ‘L’ placed in a 

circle in the top right-hand corner of the razor blade in a circle;  

x) a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes on it with the letters ‘L’ and 

‘W’ placed at the top and the date ‘1916’ at the bottom  

y) the letters ‘L’ and ‘W’ with red/white/green stripes placed next to each other, the letter 

‘L’ placed slightly higher, with the numbers ‘1916’ placed below it;  



z) the word ‘Legiunia’ with a red/green sash bearing the word ‘Warszawa’ placed below it;  
 
aa) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown placed above it, and 

above the crown the words ‘Urodziłem się z’, with the words ‘w sercu’ under it and 

red/white/green stripes placed on either side of it;  
 
bb) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown placed above it, on a 

background of green/white/red/white diagonal stripes;  

cc) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown placed above it, with 

red/green stripes in the bottom section, on the sides;  

dd) the letter ‘L’ in a circle, on a shield background, with stylised lions placed on either side 

of the shield, a crown above the shield and a white sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ 

under the shield;  

ee) the word ‘Legioholicy’ placed on the background of red/green stripes, with the words ‘ze 

Stolicy’ placed under it, with the crest of the capital city of Warsaw placed on its right 

side, and an image of a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes placed on 

its left side;  
 
ff) the word ‘Legionistka’, where the letter ‘L underlines the entire word, the letters of 

which are red, white and green, and the words ‘z krwi i kości’ written in a smaller font 

placed underneath;  
 
gg) the word ‘Legionista’ where the lower arm of the letter ‘L’ underlines the entire word, 

with an image of a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes placed above 

it, and the numbers 16 and 19 placed respectively on its left and right sides,  
 
hh) a right hand with visible clenched fingers: the middle, ring and little fingers, and the 

thumb and index finger straightened in such a way that the thumb and index finger 

portray the letter ‘L’ inscribed in the circle.  
 
2. the respondent be ordered to destroy, at its own cost, the goods described in paragraph 1;  

3. the respondent be ordered to twice publish, at its own cost, the first time being within 14 

days from the judgment becoming final and legally valid, and then within a period of not 

less than 15 days and not more than 30 days after the first publication, on one of the 

sports websites of Gazeta Wyborcza (the nationwide Monday edition) and on one of the 

first four pages of the nationwide edition of Przegląd Sportowy, with an area of not less 

than ¼ of the surface of a page, in black font not less than 12 point, the conclusion of the 

judgment or part thereof or information on the judgment with the following wording: A 

Sp.J. with registered offices in Warsaw informs that the Regional Court of Warsaw – 

Community Trademark and Design Court by the final judgment of ... prohibited A Sp.J. 

with registered offices in Warsaw, from offering, in any way, including on the Internet, 



marketing in any way and advertising in any way, including on the Internet, goods in the 

form of: scarves, undershirts, sweatshirts, hats, sun visors, shorts, key rings, emblems, 

children’s clothing, gloves, lanyards, stamps, clocks, pennants, car accessories (in 

particular car undershirts, car scarves and car scents), pens, cups, glassware (in 

particular wine glasses and glasses), tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets, 

bearing the following signs:  
 
a) a sign depicting the letter ‘L in a circle;  
 
b) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle with a red/green sash with the word 

‘WARSZAWA’ placed under the circle;  
 
c) the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath with a crown placed above it;  

d) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle on a background of red/white/green stripes;  
 
e) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle, placed on a red/green chess board shield with 

stylised lions placed on either side of the shield and a crown on top of the shield and a 

red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the shield;  
 
f) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with stylised lions placed on either side of the 

circle, a crown above the circle and a sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the circle;  

g) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with stylised lions placed on either side of the 

circle, a crown above the circle and a red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ under 

the circle;  
 
h) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle, with the following numbers placed on either side 

of the letter, placed diagonally from each other: ‘19’ at the top and ‘16’ at the bottom;  

i) a sign depicting a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes, with the letter 

‘L’ placed in a circle in the top right-hand corner of the razor blade;  

j) a sign depicting a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal stripes with the letters 

‘L’ and ‘W’ placed at the top and the date ‘1916’ at the bottom  
 
k) a sign depicting the letters ‘L’ and ‘W’ with red/white/green stripes placed next to each 

other, the letter ‘L’ placed slightly higher, with the numbers ‘1916’ placed below it;  

l) a sign depicting the word ‘Legiunia’ with a red/green sash with the word ‘WARSZAWA’ 

placed below it;  

m) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown 

placed above it, and above the crown the words ‘Urodziłem się z’, with the words ‘w 

sercu’ under it and red/white/green stripes placed on either side of it;  
 
n) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown 

placed above it, on a background of green/white/red/white diagonal stripes;  

o) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle in the form of a laurel wreath, with a crown 



placed above it, with red/green stripes in the bottom section, on the sides;  

p) a sign depicting the letter ‘L’ in a circle, on a shield background, with stylised lions 

placed on either side of the shield, a crown above the shield and a white sash with the 

word ‘WARSZAWA’ under the shield;  
 
q) a sign depicting the word ‘Legioholicy’ placed on a background of red/green stripes, with 

the words ‘ze Stolicy’ placed under it, with the crest of the capital city of Warsaw placed 

on its right side, and an image of a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal 

stripes placed on its left side;  
 
r) a sign depicting the word ‘Legionistka’, where the letter ‘L underlines the entire word, 

the letters of which are red, white and green, and the words ‘z krwi i kości’ written in a 

smaller font placed underneath;  

s) a sign depicting the word ‘Legionista’ where the lower arm of the letter ‘L’ underlines 

the entire word, with an image of a razor blade with green/white/red/white diagonal 

stripes placed above it, and the numbers 16 and 19 placed on its left and right sides; 
 
t) a sign depicting a right hand with visible clenched fingers: the middle, ring and little 

fingers, and the thumb and index finger straightened in such a way that the thumb and 

index finger portray the letter ‘L’ inscribed in the circle, 
 

and ordered goods marked in such a way to be destroyed, holding that the aforesaid 

actions of A Sp. J. infringe the protective rights that Klub Piłkarski Legia Warszawa S. S. 

A. holds for the following Community trade marks: word mark ‘Legia Warszawa’ 

(CTM 3 805 439), figurative mark ‘L LEGIA WARSZAWA SSA KLUB PIŁKARSKI’ 

(CTM 3 775 707) and figurative mark ‘L KSSA’ (CTM 3 775 657) and protective rights 

for the following national trade marks: the word and figurative mark ‘90 Lat L’ 

R-196 641, word and figurative mark ‘L’ R-211 512, word and figurative mark ‘L’ 

R-211 513, word and figurative mark ‘L’ R-211 514, word and figurative mark ‘L’ 

R-211 515 registered at Urząd Patentowy RP (Patent Office of the Republic of 

Poland)’(UPRP), 

 
or other information on the judgment, worded in a way and within a scope specified by the 

Court, and if the respondent fails to publish this information within the set period of time, 

authorising the claimant to publish the information at its cost; 
 

4. the respondent be ordered to place, within 14 days from the judgment becoming final 

and legally valid, the conclusion of the judgment or part thereof or information on the 

decision set out in paragraph 3, on the main page of the www.abjsport.pl website and 

keep it on this website for an uninterrupted period of six months; 
 

5. costs of the court proceedings be awarded against the respondent in favour of the 

http://www.abjsport.pl/


claimant. 

 

In its grounds the claimant invoked its exclusive rights to the Community and national 

trade marks. It pointed out their distinctive elements – the word LEGIA, the letter L and 

colours – white, red, green and black. It referred to the history of the Legia Warszawa football 

club, to which the trade marks currently used by the claimant and previously by its legal 

predecessors in connection with the economic and sports enterprise they operate, relate. 
 

K invoked the provisions of Council Regulation (EC) on Community trade marks and 

Prawo Własności Przemysłowej (Act on Industrial Property Rights) (p.w.p.), requesting 

protection of its exclusive rights from infringement by the respondent. It alleged that A Spółka 

Jawna in Warsaw offers and sells in Sklep Kibica in Warsaw at ul. Łazienkowska 6a and in 

the online store at www.abjsport.pl scarves, undershirts, sweatshirts, hats, sun visors, shorts, 

key rings, emblems, children’s clothing, gloves, lanyards, stamps, watches, pennants, car 

accessories (in particular car undershirts, scarves and scents), pens, cups, glassware (in 

particular wine glasses and glasses), tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets, and 

advertises these goods. It defined the buyers of the goods, which, when offered by the 

respondent with signs similar to the claimant’s trade marks, can mislead as to their origin 

being from the companies of the parties to these proceedings. 

 

The claimant extensively quoted the views of case-law and doctrine, arguing that 

the conditions justifying the use of sanctions for infringement of its exclusive rights 

against A have been met (file cards 1-379). 
 

 

A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw demanded the dismissal of the claim and awarding 

the costs of the proceedings in its favour. It alleged that the claimant’s claims are 

unfounded or taken too far. 
 

The respondent admitted that in terms of the economic enterprise it operates, it offers 

the goods specified by the claimant with the signs in question at the gift store for football 

fans. It invokes the consent given by K SSA – prior to it being taken over by ITI Corporation 

– for the use of the elements of the club crest and the name of the club: CWKS Legia 

Warszawa. It explained that after the company was taken over by ITI Corporation all 

products containing the registered trade marks were removed from A’s store’s range. The 

company uses its own signs, which have been submitted to the UPRP for protection, to mark 

the articles intended for football fans that they offer. It denied their similarity to the 

Community and national trade marks, in particular given the different nature of the goods and 

services for which these trade marks were registered (lack of homogeneity of goods and 

http://www.abjsport.pl/


services), and the completely different perception of the claimant’s trade marks and the 

contrasted signs (lack of verbal similarity). 
 

A’s store is an unofficial entity that is independent of the club. Its offer does not 

include products bearing the signs to which ITI Corporation has ownership rights, therefore 

there can be no talk of misleading consumers, and therefore of infringing the exclusive rights 

of K SSA. The respondent sells only original products, in the characteristic ultras style, not 

based on the claimant’s products, nor bearing the registered trade marks. Given the nature and 

intent of the offered goods, the respondent must refer to the names of the club (Legia), its 

stadium (Żyleta) and the city (Warszawa). Associations are, therefore, inevitable. A did not 

agree with the allegation that it gains an unfair advantage and is parasitic on the claimant’s 

well-established position (file cards 391-406). 

 

The Court found that: 
 

Legia Warszawa is one of the most famous Polish football clubs. It was established in 

1916 in the ranks of the Legions of Józef Piłsudski. Since 1989 there has been an ongoing 

process of removing successive sections from Centralny Wojskowy Klub Sportowy Legia 

Warszawa. The first to be removed was the football section, creating Autonomiczna Sekcja 

Piłki Nożnej CWKS ‘Legia’ Warszawa. 

In 1997 a change in legal status took place. Legia Warszawa was transformed into a Sportowa 

Spółka Akcyjna (Sports Joint-Stock Company), and in 2003 it changed its name, currently K 

Sportowa Spółka Akcyjna (indisputable – see copy from Krajowy Rejestr Sądowy (National 

Court Register) (KRS) file cards 31-35). Legia Warszawa is one of the most distinguished 

clubs in Polish football, not only because of its long history and sporting achievements. It is 

known not only by its Warsaw fans but also by football fans throughout Poland and abroad. 

The claimant is the only continuator of the football team’s traditions, dating back to 1916 

(indisputable – see press information, photographs file cards 36-115). 
 

The characteristic letter ‘L’ – the symbol of the Polish Legions, has accompanied the 

club since its birth in 1916. Initially a white ‘eLka’ was used on a black background, then also 

black on white outfits with a diagonal black band. The characteristic letter ‘L’ written into the 

circle or on a shield background has been used on the football team’s uniform from the 

beginning. The claimant is careful to perpetuate the club’s history and preserve its symbolism. 

It also uses it commercially on official articles (sports memorabilia: scarves, undershirts, 

sweatshirts, hats, sun visors, shorts, key rings, children’s clothing, gloves, lanyards, stamps, 

watches, accessories, pens, cups, glassware, tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets 

and hip packs). 
 



The original club colours were black and white. In 1922 this colour scheme was 

changed to white/green, and in 1926 black and red were added. Since 1957, the Legia club 

colours have been white/red/green/black. The historical descriptions of the club show that the 

white/red belt symbolises the Polish character, the black resembles the tradition of the oldest 

Polish club – Czarni Lwów – while the green describes their seniority among military clubs. 

Besides the letter ‘L’, the club colours are the most recognisable element of the claimant’s 

symbolism and distinguish the team in the most visible manner during football matches. The 

claimant uses the club colours in all areas of the operated business. They are used on the 

players’ undershirts and flags, and placed on official articles (sports memorabilia) that are 

marketed. 
 

The claimant has created its own, continually-developing sales network, in which it 

offers goods bearing the letter ‘L’. This comprises the online store at http://www.legia.com 

and static outlets. It also offers its products in the stores of reputed external networks. In its 

offer of goods bearing the letter ‘L’, the claimant has special collections, such as, for 

example, Legia Lady, Legia Junior, which are imitated by goods offered by the respondent 

(indisputable – see documents, photographs, printouts from websites file cards 116-231, 

370-371). 

 
The claimant holds exclusive rights to the trade marks in which the following stands 

out: the word ‘Legia’, the letter ‘L’ (inscribed in a circle or on a shield background) and club 

colours: white, red, green and black. KSSA is entitled to: 

- the Community word mark Legia Warszawa (CTM 3 805 439) registered with priority 

from 29 April 2004 for goods and services in classes 3 (perfumery; cosmetic and beauty 

preparations; hair-care preparations), 9 (electric, photographic and optical devices and 

equipment; hand-held calculators; devices for the recording, transmission and playback of 

sound and images; sound and image carriers), 14 (jewellery; ornaments (key rings); 

horological and chronometric instruments; watches, stopwatches; eyewear and sunglasses; 

goods in precious metals and their alloys or coated therewith, not included in other classes), 

16 (goods of paper and cardboard included in this class; bags and packaging of paper or foil; 

printing materials; calendars, posters; postcards; writing stationery; periodical; books), 21 

(household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal nor coated therewith); 

articles of tableware; equipment and containers for body care, included in this class; crockery 

and cutlery of plastic and paper, disposable), 24 (textiles and textile goods, not included in 

other classes; towels; blankets travelling rugs and table covers; place mats, bedclothes; flags, 

banners and pennants), 25 (articles for clothing; articles of sports clothing; underclothing; 

swimsuits; undershirts; ties, bathrobes; stockings; socks; headgear (for wear); sun visors to be 

http://www.legia.com/


worn on the head; shoes; sports shoes, sandals; training clothing; clothing bearing advertising 

slogans and images), 28 (games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles, not included 

in other classes; playing cards), 32 (beers; non-alcoholic beverage; juices; mineral water), 35 

(advertising services; hire of rooms and advertising carriers, including persons, for advertising 

purposes), 39 (portage; transport of goods and persons; organising travel), 41 (organising 

sports and games; recreational events, competitions, exhibitions; seminars and courses; sport 

training; operating fitness centres), 43 (providing food and drink; hotel and gastronomic 

services), 44 (medical assistance; cosmetician services; beauty salons and beauty farms; 

physiotherapy and massage services) 
 
(indisputable – see certificate of registration file cards 232-239). 

 

- word and figurative Community trade mark (CTM 3 775 707) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

registered with priority from 30 April 2004 for goods and services in the aforesaid 

classes (indisputable – see certificate of registration file cards 240-247).  

 
- word and figurative Community trade mark (CTM 3 775 657) 



 
 
 
 
 
registered with priority from 30 April 2004 for the aforesaid goods and services and for goods 

in classes 20 (seat cushions) and 22 (tents and tarpaulins) 
 
(indisputable – see certificate of registration file cards 248-255). 

 

- word and figurative mark (R-196 641) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

registered with priority from 22 February 2006 for goods and services in the following 

classes: 3 (perfumery; cosmetic and beauty preparations; hair-care preparations), 9 (electric, 

photographic and optical devices and equipment; hand-held calculators; sunglasses), 14 (key 

rings; jewellery; ornaments: watches: stopwatches), 16 (goods of paper and cardboard 

included in this class; bags and packaging made of foil; calendars; posters; postcards; playing 

cards; writing stationery; periodical; books), 21 (household or kitchen utensils, crockery, 

equipment for body care included in this class, crockery of cardboard or paper), 24 (textiles 

and textile goods, not included in other classes; towels, blankets, travelling rugs, bedclothes, 

flags, banners, pennants), 25 (articles for clothing; underclothing; swimsuits; undershirts; ties; 

bathrobes: stockings, headgear (for wear), sun visors to be worn on the head; shoes; sports 

shoes; sports and training clothing; clothing bearing advertising slogans and images), 28 

(games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles, not included in other classes), 32 

(non-alcoholic beverage; juices; mineral water), 35 (advertising services; hire of rooms and 

advertising carriers, for advertising purposes), 39 (portage; transport of goods and persons; 

organising travel), 41 (organising sports and games; recreational events, competitions, 

exhibitions; seminars and courses; sport training), 43 (providing food and drink; hotel and 

gastronomic services), 44 (medical assistance; cosmetician services; beauty farms; 

physiotherapy services) (indisputable – see protection certificate file cards 256-257). 

 
- word and figurative mark (R-211 512), 



registered with priority from 28 February 2007 for goods and services in the aforesaid 

classes (indisputable – see protection certificate file cards 258-259). 

 
- word and figurative mark (R-211 513), 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

registered with priority from 28 February 2007 for goods and services in the aforesaid 

classes (indisputable – see protection certificate file cards 260-261). 

 
- word and figurative mark (R-211 514), 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
registered with priority from 28 February 2007 for goods and services in the aforesaid 

classes (indisputable – see protection certificate file cards 262-263). 

 
- word and figurative mark (R-211 515), 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

registered with priority from 28 February 2007 for goods and services in the aforesaid 

classes (indisputable – see protection certificate file cards 264-265). 

 
The power of K’s trade marks is strengthened by many years’ use of the distinctive 

elements as symbols of the sports club, and also the reference to tradition, evoking a clear 

association of the name Legia and its symbol – the letter L – in a white/green/red/black 

colour scheme, with the football club. 

 
The respondent did not obtain consent to use the trade marks in question in the 

course of trade (indisputable – see pre-trial correspondence file cards 372-379). 
 

A Spółka Jawna in Warsaw offers and sells in Sklep Kibica in Warsaw at ul. 

Łazienkowska 6a (Torwar II) and in the online store at www.abjsport.pl scarves, undershirts, 

sweatshirts, hats, sun visors, shorts, key rings, emblems, children’s clothing, gloves, lanyards, 

http://www.abjsport.pl/


stamps, watches, pennants, car accessories (car undershirts, scarves and scents), pens, cups, 

glassware (wine glasses and glasses), tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets, and 

advertises these goods. On its website the respondent informs that the range of Legion 

memorabilia includes over 100 different articles. The company’s store is located opposite the 

Legia Stadium leased by the claimant, which runs a business there, including its gift store. 

 
The respondent decorated its goods (sports memorabilia) with the following signs: 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

(indisputable – see printouts from websites file cards 269-329, DVD recording file card 330, 

photographs file cards 333-362, proof of purchase file cards 363-365, proof of despatch 

file cards 366-369). 

 
The goods offered by the respondent (sports memorabilia) are targeted at fans and 

used by fans in relation to organised competitions or sports events (football matches). 

Additionally, they are used for promotion (advertising) of these competitions or sports events. 
 

In them ABJ SPORT uses distinctive elements of the trade marks registered for the 

claimant, such as the word Legia and the printed letter ‘L’. The respondent’s signs are not 

identical to the claimant’s trade marks. The signs using the letter L, placed in a circle or on a 

shield background, combined with white, green, red and black colours are, however, 

sufficiently similar to the trade marks of K SSA that there exists a likelihood of confusion of 

consumers as to the origin of goods marked with it, such as: scarves, undershirts, sweatshirts, 

hats, sun visors, shorts, key rings, emblems, children’s clothing, gloves, lanyards, stamps, 

watches, pennants, car accessories (car undershirts, scarves and scents), pens, cups, glassware 

(wine glasses and glasses) tables, stickers, sticker art, calendars and wallets, being from one 

of the parties to these proceedings. 

 
The signs Legiunia, Legioholicy ze Stolicy, Legionistka z krwi i kości, Legionistka, 

and the letters L and W – initials of the club, and the numbers 1916 – the year of its 

establishment, used by the respondent on the goods it offers, have an individual and original 

character, are significantly different from the claimant’s trade marks, so that there is no 

likelihood of confusing the purchasers as to the origin of the goods being from the parties to 

the proceedings, or the purchasers assuming that these parties are economically linked. They 

refer to the name of the Legia Warszawa football club and not to the entrepreneur – K SSA – 

holding the trade marks in question, only insofar as necessary to demonstrate whom the 

persons interested in purchasing sporting memorabilia support. In using such signs the 

respondent does not infringe the claimant’s exclusive rights. Neither does the use of the word 



Warszawa, white, green, red and black colours, or the razor blade symbol, which are not 

individually protected, interfere with them (the normative assessment of the Court conducted 

taking account of the distinctive elements of the trade marks under question, similarity of 

goods, and also consumers who purchase goods offered by the parties to the proceedings). 

 
The factual circumstances necessary for resolving the case within the meaning of 

Article 227 of the Kodeks Postępowania Cywilnego (Code of Civil Procedure) (k.p.c.) 

were undisputed by both parties. The respondent did not deny the claimant’s rights to 

the trade marks (Community and national), or the fact of marking goods offered by A in 

the way shown in the photographs submitted to the files by the claimant. Although the 

respondent initially claimed that it obtained consent to use the trade marks, it finally 

admitted that this consent was not given by an authorised person. The dispute concerned 

legal matters, an assessment of the similarity of the trade marks and the signs under question 

to be carried out by the Court, and goods for which they are registered and used. 

 

 The Court held as follows: 
 

The Community trade mark is a uniform title of protection, currently functioning 

under Council Regulation (EC) No 207/2009 of 26 February 2009 on the Community trade 

mark, which regulates in a comprehensive manner the issues relating to Community trade 

marks for goods and services, in particular rules of registration, related rights and their 

protection. The substantive provisions, as a part of the acquis communautaire, constitute an 

element of Polish law and apply directly. Most of them constitute a repetition of regulations 

included in the First Council Directive No 89/104/EEC of 21 December 1989 to approximate 

the laws of the Member States relating to trade marks (‘TMD’). Prawo własności 

przemysłowej (Act on Industrial Property Rights) (p.w.p.) implementing the directive applies 

only if there are no relevant provisions of the Regulation, in particular referring to the relevant 

provisions of national law. 

 
A Community trade mark shall have a unitary character. It shall have equal effect 

throughout the Community; it shall not be registered, transferred or surrendered or be the 

subject of a decision revoking the rights of the proprietor or declaring it invalid, nor shall its 

use of which can be prohibited, save in respect of the whole Community (Article 1(2)). A 

Community trade mark shall be obtained by registration (Article 6) with the Office for 

Harmonization in the Internal Market in Alicante, which is effective in the territory of the 

European Union, and from 1 May 2004 also in the Republic of Poland. Community trade 

marks shall be registered for a period of 10 years from the date of filing of the application 



(with the possibility of renewal) (Article 46). The rights conferred by a Community trade 

mark shall prevail against third parties from the date of publication (Article 9(3) first 

sentence). 
 

Pursuant to Article 99(1) of the Regulation, courts shall treat the Community trade 

mark as valid unless its validity is challenged by the respondent with a counterclaim for 

revocation or for a declaration of invalidity (presumption of validity). A trade mark may 

consist of any signs capable of being represented graphically, particularly words, including 

personal names, designs, letters, numerals, the shape of goods or of their packaging, provided 

that such signs are capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking from 

those of other undertakings (Article 4). The essential function of a trade mark is to 

guarantee the identity of the origin of the trade-marked product to the consumer or 

ultimate user, by enabling him without any possibility of confusion to distinguish those 

goods or services from others which have another origin (see judgments of the Court of 

Justice of 23 May 1978 in Case 102/77 Hoffmann-La Roche, and of 18 June 2002 in 

Case C-299/99 Philips). 

 

For the purpose of these considerations, Article 9 is the most significant under which 

the proprietor shall be entitled to exclusive and undisturbed use of a registered trade 

mark and to prevent all third parties not having its consent from using in the course of 

trade: 

 

a) any sign which is identical with the Community trade mark in relation to identical goods;  
 
b) any sign where, because of its identity with, or similarity to, the Community trade mark 

and the identity or similarity of the goods covered by the mark and the sign, there exists a 

likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, which includes the likelihood of their 

association;  
 
c) any sign which is identical with, or similar to, the Community trade mark in relation to 

goods which are not similar to those for which the mark is registered, where the latter has a 

reputation in the Community and where use of that sign without due cause takes unfair 

advantage of, or is detrimental to, the distinctive character or the repute of the trade mark 

(paragraph 1).  
 

The prohibitions provided for in Article 9(1) coincide with the relative grounds for 

refusal of registration set out in Article 8(1), thus in order for the court to assess whether a 

right was infringed, the following considerations will be significant, included in statements of 



grounds of the European Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance  (currently the Court 

of Justice and the General Court of the European Union) in Luxembourg relating to: 
 

 identity with, or similarity to, the earlier trade mark,  
 

 identity or similarity of the goods or services,  
 

 likelihood of confusion.  
 

It should be emphasised that the views of the Court of Justice and the General Court 

are stable and uniform in this respect. In recent decisions, the arguments of previous 

judgments and opinions are often invoked, to which the Court wishes to refer, for they are 

important to understand the concept of infringement of registered rights of a Community trade 

mark. 

 
The assessment of the similar or identical character of marks is based on their 

visual, aural and conceptual compliance. Contested trade marks should be compared 

globally, and distinctive and dominant components, not the descriptive components, are 

decisive. Two trade marks are similar when, from the point of view of the relevant public, 

they are at least partially identical as regards one or more relevant aspects (see judgments of 

the General Court of 23 October 2002 in Case T-6/01 Matratzen, and of 25 November 2003 

in Case T-286/02 Kiap Mou). 

  
The compared (contrasted) trade mark and sign are identical if they are identical or 

differ in features an average consumer does not perceive. In order to state whether in a 

specific case the trade mark and sign are identical, or only similar, they must be assessed in 

terms of their visual, aural and conceptual features and their global effect on the perception 

of an average consumer who is deemed to be reasonably well-informed, reasonably 

observant and circumspect (see judgment of the Court of Justice of 20 March 2003 in 

Case C-291/00 LTJ Diffusion). 

 
In assessing the similarity of the goods or services concerned, all the relevant factors 

pertaining to the relationship between those goods and services are to be taken into account. 

Those factors include, inter alia, their nature, purpose, end users and method of use, the  

conditions under which they are sold, and whether they are in competition with one another or 

are complementary (see judgments of the General Court of 23 October 2002 in Case T-388/00 

ELS, of 4 November 2003 in Case T-85/02 Castillo, and of 8 July 2004 in Case T-203/02 

Vitafruit, of 4 May 2005). That global assessment implies some interdependence between the 

factors taken into account and in particular similarity between the trade marks and between 

the goods covered. Accordingly, a lesser degree of similarity between those goods (…) 

may be offset by a greater degree of similarity between the trade marks, and vice versa 



(principle of interdependence – see judgments of the General Court of 23 October 2002 in 

Case T-388/00 ELS, and of 5 April 2006 in Case T-202/04 Echinacin). 

 

In accordance with established case-law, the risk that the public might believe that 

the goods or services in question come from the same undertaking or, as the case may 

be, from economically-linked undertakings, constitutes a likelihood of confusion (see 

judgments of the Court of Justice of 29 September 1998 in Case C-39/97 Canon, of 

4 May 1999 in Joined Cases C-108/97 and C-109/97 Windsurfing Chiemsee 

[1999] ECR I-5507, and of 22 June 1999 in Case C-342/97 Lloyd Schuhfabrik Meyer). 

 
The likelihood of confusion on the part of the public must be assessed globally, 

according to the relevant consumer’s perception, taking into account all factors relevant to the 

circumstances of the case, in particular the interdependence between the similarity of the trade 

marks and the similarity of the goods or services covered (see judgments of the General Court 

of 9 July 2003 in Case T-162/01 Giorgio Beverly Hills [2003] ECR II-2821, of 

12 October 2004 in Case T-35/03 Carpo, and of 11 May 2005 in Case T-31/03 Grupo Sada, 

judgment of the Court of Justice of 23 March 2006 in Case C-206/04 Mülhens). 
 

Assessment of the likelihood of confusion, as regards the visual, aural or conceptual 

similarity of the marks in question, must be based on the overall impression given by the 

marks, bearing in mind, in particular, their distinctive and dominant components (see 

judgments of the General Court of 14 October 2003 in Case T-292/01 BASS, and of 

6 July 2004 in Case T-117/02 Chufafit). The public will not generally consider a descriptive 

element forming part of a complex mark as the distinctive and dominant element of the 

overall impression conveyed by that mark (see judgments of the General Court of 3 July 2003 

in Case T-129/01 BUDMEN, and of 6 July 2004 in Case T-117/02 Chufafit). Insofar as the 

average consumer normally perceives a mark as a whole and does not proceed to analyse its 

various details (see judgments of the Court of Justice of 11 November 1997 in Case C-251/95 

SABÈL, and judgment of the General Court of 10 October 2006 in Case T-172/05 Armafoam), 

the most dominant and distinctive components of the sign are, in principle, remembered 

most easily (see judgment of the General Court of 23 October in Case T-104/01 Fifties). 

Where a trade mark is composed of a descriptive element, that element cannot be 

regarded as the dominant element because otherwise a finding of likelihood of confusion 

cannot be based only on elements that cannot be protected as trade marks (see judgment of the 

General Court of 5 April 2006 in Case T-202/04 Echinacin). A trade mark which does not 

contain any element descriptive of a given category of goods or services is highly distinctive 

per se (see judgment of the Court of Justice of 12 January 2006 in Case C-361/04 Picasso). 



This attaches great importance to the dominant element of a trade mark that the consumer 

notices and remembers. Therefore the need to assess the overall impression of a sign does not 

exclude the analysis of its every component for the purpose of determining the dominant 

element (see judgment of the Court of 23 October 2002 in Case T-104/01 Fifties). 

 

The proper group of consumers comprises average consumers deemed to be 

reasonably well-informed and reasonably observant and circumspect, whereas it should also 

be borne in mind that the average consumer’s level of attention is likely to vary according to 

the category of goods or services in question (see judgments of the Court of Justice of 

22 June 1999 in Case C-342/97 Lloyd Schuhfabrik Meyer, of 6 May 2003 in Case C-104/01 

Libertel, and of 12 January 2006 Case C-361/04 Picasso, and judgment of the General Court 

of 14 October 2006 in Joined Cases T-81/03, T-82/03 and T-103/03 Venado). 

The average consumer rarely has the chance to make a direct comparison between 

different trade marks, and must place his trust in the imperfect picture of these trade marks 

that he has kept in his mind. The more distinctive the character of the trade mark resulting 

from its intrinsic characteristics or repute (knowledge, recognition on the market), the greater 

the likelihood of confusion (see judgments of the Court of Justice of 22 June 1999 in 

Case C-342/97 Lloyd Schuhfabrik Meyer, of 11 November 1997 in Case C-251/95 SABÈL, 

and of 29 September 1998 in Case C-39/97 Canon, and judgments of the General Court of 

1 February 2005 in Case T-57/03 Hooligan, and of 21 February 2006 in Case T-214/04 

POLO). 
 

There is a certain interdependence between the public’s recognition of a trade mark 

and its distinctive character in that the more the mark is recognised by the target public, 

the more the distinctive character of that mark is strengthened. In order to assess whether 

a trade mark has a highly distinctive character as a result of the public’s recognition of it, all 

the relevant facts of the case must be taken into consideration, in particular the market share 

held by the trade mark; how intensive, geographically widespread and long-standing the use 

of the trade mark has been; the amount invested by the company in promoting the mark; the 

proportion of the relevant section of the public which, because of the mark, identifies the 

goods or services as originating from a particular undertaking; and statements from chambers 

of commerce and industry or other trade and professional associations (see judgment of the 

General Court of 12 July 2006 in Case T-277/04 Vitakraft-Werke). The burden of proving the 

power of a trade mark, and thus its distinctive character, lies with the claimant (Article 6 of 

Kodeks Cywilny (Civil Code) (k.c.)). 

 



A Community trade mark shall confer on the proprietor an exclusive right to prevent 

all third parties not having his consent from using in the course of trade, inter alia, any sign 

where, because of its identity with, or similarity to, the Community trade mark and the 

identity or similarity of the goods or services covered by the Community trade mark and the 

sign, there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public; the likelihood of 

confusion includes the likelihood of association between the sign and the trade mark 

(Article 9(1)(b). The proprietor or person having his consent can use the trade mark 

throughout the European Economic Area (Article 9(2)). This exclusivity is unlimited. 

Pursuant to Article 12, he cannot prohibit a third party from using in the course of trade: 
 
 indications concerning the kind, quality, quantity, intended purpose, value, geographical  

origin, the time of production of the goods or of rendering of the service, or other 

characteristics of the goods or services; 
 
 the trade mark, where it is necessary to indicate the intended purpose of a product or 

service, in particular as accessories or spare parts, as long as this person uses it in 

accordance with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters (the general clause 

applied by a Community legislator leaves clarification of the catalogue of behaviours that 

should be considered as a form of unacceptable use of the trade mark according to 

case-law).  

 

In the judgment of 17 March 2005 given in Case C-228/03 The Gillette Company and Gillette 

Group Finland Oy v LA-Laboratories Ltd Oy the Court of Justice pointed out the nature and 

function of the exclusive rights to a trade mark. It held, inter alia, that: use by a third party of 

a trade mark of which he is not the owner must be necessary in order to indicate the intended 

purpose of a product marketed by that third party where such use in practice constitutes the 

only means of providing the public with comprehensible and complete information on that 

intended purpose in order to preserve the undistorted system of competition in the market for 

that product’ (see judgment of the Court of Justice of 12 November 2002 in Case C-206/01 

Arsenal Football Club). 

 

A Community legislator establishes an infringement to be merely the risk (possibility, 

likelihood) of giving the impression of economic links between the third party using the trade 

mark without consent, and the holder of the trade mark. In each case it is for the Court to 

assess, based on the established circumstances of the specific case (see judgment of Court of 

Justice, loc. cit., in the Gillette case: ‘It is for the national court to determine whether, in the 

circumstances of the case in the main proceedings, use of the trade mark is necessary, taking 



account of the requirements referred to in paragraphs 33 to 36 of this judgment and of the 

nature of the public for which the product marketed by LA-Laboratories is intended.’). 

 

The effects of a Community trade mark shall be governed solely by the provisions of the 

Regulation. A request to prohibit a respondent from infringing the registered rights of a 

Community trade mark is justified by Article 9(1)(b) CTMR. Article 9(2) CTMR reads that to 

ensure the proprietor the enjoyment of its registered rights to a Community trade mark, the 

following, inter alia, may be prohibited: 

 
a) affixing the sign to goods or to the packaging thereof;  
 
b) offering goods, putting them on the market or stocking them for these purposes under that 

sign, or offering or supplying services thereunder;  
 
c) importing or exporting the goods under that sign;  
 
d) using the sign on business papers and in advertising. 
 

Where a court finds that the respondent has infringed or threatened to infringe a 

Community trade mark, it shall, unless there are special reasons for not doing so, issue an 

order prohibiting the respondent from proceeding with acts that infringe or threaten to 

infringe the Community trade mark. It shall also take such measures in accordance with its 

national law as are aimed at ensuring that this prohibition is complied with (Article 102(1)). 

This expressly refers to the provisions of the p.w.p.: 
 
- Article 286 states that in resolving disputes concerning the infringement of a right, the court, 

at the request of the proprietor, can rule on illegally manufactured or marked products 

belonging to the infringer, and the resources and materials that were used to manufacture or 

mark them, in particular it can rule on withdrawing them from the market, awarding the 

proprietor a monetary amount or damages that it was being sued for, 

- Article 287(2) in conjunction with Article 296(1)(a) states that in resolving disputes 

concerning the infringement of a right, the court, at the request of the proprietor, can order 

making public part of the information or the entire decision or information about the decision, 

in a manner and scope specified by the court. 

 
The phrase – ‘unless there are special reasons for not doing so’ – authorises the court 

to decide not to apply prohibitive sanctions. This norm, corresponding to the general clause of 

Article 5 of the k.c. may not be applied by the court to ex officio commercial cases. The 

respondent, who committed the infringement, interested in avoiding the sanction, should 

clarify those ‘special reasons’ and prove that they exist, and leave the assessment thereof to 



the court (the arbiter), when determining the manner of remedying for the infringement of 

registered rights. 

 

 

In this case, the Court held that K SSA in Warsaw, when bringing the case to court, 

presented the statements and evidence in the statement of claim, as obliged pursuant to 

Article 479
12

(1) of the k.p.c., proving: 
 
 registered rights to Community trade marks Legia Warszawa, L 

LEGIA WARSZAWA SSA KLUB PIŁKARSKI, L KSSA (CTM 3 805 439, 

CTM 3 775 707 and CTM 3 775 657); 

 
 that the respondent offered – without the claimant’s consent – goods which are identical 

(decorations, key rings, watches, calendars, pennants, writing utensils, dishes, clothing, 

clothing with printed advertising, sun visors, seat covers) or similar (car accessories, 

tables, lanyards, stamps, sticker art, stickers, wallets) to that for which the claimant’s trade 

marks are registered, bearing signs containing distinctive elements of trade marks L and 

LEGIA WARSZAWA, identical visually, aurally and conceptually, similar to the 

claimant’s trade marks to the extent that this causes a likelihood of confusing a buyer as to 

the origin of the goods being from one of the parties, and thus may effectively demand 

protection under Article 9(1)(b) of the Regulation.  

 
K SSA in Warsaw also duly proved: 

 

 the protective rights to the word and figurative marks ‘90 LAT L’ (R-196 641), ‘L’ 

(R-211 512), ‘L’ (R-211 513), ‘L’ (R-211 514) and ‘L’ (R-211 515); 

 that the respondent offered – without the claimant’s consent – goods which are identical 

(decorations, key rings, watches, calendars, pennants, writing utensils, dishes, clothing, 

clothing with printed advertising, sun visors, seat covers) or similar (car accessories, 

tables, lanyards, stamps, sticker art, stickers, wallets) to that for which the claimant’s 

trade marks are registered, bearing signs containing the distinctive element of trade marks 

L, identical visually, aurally and conceptually, similar to the trade marks to the extent that 

it causes a likelihood of confusing a buyer as to the origin of the goods being from one of 

the parties, and thus may effectively demand protection under Article 296(2)(2) of the 

p.w.p. 

 
Establishing an infringement of the protective right for the trade mark based on this 

law should be conducted in accordance with applicable rules based on Article 9(1)(b) due to 

the applicability of the aforesaid TMD to approximate the laws of the Member States relating 



to trade marks, amended by Directive 2008/95/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 22 October 2008 to approximate the laws of the Member States relating to trade 

marks. 

 
The Court disagrees with the claimant’s argument about the strong distinctiveness of 

its trade marks, which is supposed to result from their repute, many years of market presence 

and awareness among interested customers (sports fans). 
 

The concept of repute is related to a very good opinion about someone (for example, a 

company) or something (for example, a product). The concept of repute, though often 

invoked, especially in intellectual property law, has no legal definition. The Court each time 

assesses whether a given entrepreneur or product it offers enjoys a repute based on statements 

made and evidence provided by the party concerned. When defining the concept and 

assessing whether a given company or product it offers enjoys a repute, it is worth using the 

decisions of the Community Courts concerning the repute of trade marks. The Court of 

Justice of the European Union, in its judgment of 14 September 1999 in Case C-375/97 

(General Motors), stated that for a trade mark to have a reputation it must be known by the 

public concerned within a given territory (not to the extent of being ‘well-known’ within the 

meaning of Article 6bis of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 

20 March 1883). In examining whether this condition is fulfilled, the Court must take into 

consideration all the relevant facts of the case, in particular: 
 

 the market share, 
 

 the intensity, geographical extent and duration of its use,  
 

 the size of the investment made by the undertaking in promoting it.  

 

These criteria were applied by the General Court in the judgments of 

13 December 2004 in Case T-8/03 (Emilio Pucci), and of 25 May 2005 in Case T-67/04 

(SPA-Finders). Also, in the judgment of 6 February 2007 in Case T-477/04 (TDK), the 

General Court held that a trade mark enjoys a reputation if it is known to a significant 

part of the public concerned by the goods and services. When deciding whether a trade 

mark has a repute, the Court examines in detail the evidence offered with respect to the scope 

and level of commercial, sponsorship and promotional actions of the proprietor, used for 

building the reputation. The Court pays attention to the type of goods, their volume of sale, 

popularity among consumers, the size, frequency and regularity of sponsoring of various 

events attracting a large number of viewers, allowing it to decide that the trade mark meets 

the requirement of repute and thus should be known to a significant part of the public. 

 
The circumstances that the claimant is invoking argue only that the Legia Warszawa 



sports club is well-known and positively-viewed, while the same is not true for the trade 

marks that have been protected for only a few years (at the earliest since 2004, prior 

protection and registration has not been proven in these proceedings). The K SSA company in 

Warsaw is not authorised to transfer the knowledge of the club’s symbol and name to the 

company it operates, or to use the trade marks relating to it. 

 

In assessing the risk, successively, of confusion of the claimant’s trade marks with 

the respondent’s signs it questioned, the Court held that: 

 

 Contains a dominant element – the letter L, identical to the distinctive 

element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of the 

national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was written also occurs in the figurative 

element of the aforesaid trade marks. 
 

 Contains a dominant element – the letter L, identical to the distinctive 

element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of the 

national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was written also occurs in the figurative 

element of the aforesaid trade marks. The sash with the word ‘Warszawa’ does not eliminate 

the similarity of the trade marks and the sign in question – on the contrary – it highlights their 

conceptual identity. 

  Contain a dominant 

element – the letter L, identical to the distinctive element of Community trade marks 

CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of the national trade marks. The laurel wreath, 

into which the letter was written, resembles the circle occurring in the figurative element of 

the aforesaid trade marks. The crown and white/red/green colours do not eliminate the 



similarity of the trade marks and the signs in question. 
 

 Contains a dominant element – the letter L, identical to the distinctive 

element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of the 

national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was written also occurs in the figurative 

element of the aforesaid trade marks. The sash in white/red/green colours does not eliminate 

the similarity of the trade marks and the sign in question. 
 

 Contain a dominant element – the letter L, identical 

to the distinctive element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 

and all of the national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was written resembles the 

circle occurring in the figurative element of the aforesaid trade marks. The shield, which 

forms the background of the national trade marks, the crown, lions and sash with the word 

‘Warszawa’ and the white/red/green colours do not eliminate the similarity of the trade marks 

and the signs in question. 
 

 Contain a dominant element – the letter L, 

identical to the distinctive element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and 

CTM 3 805 439 and all of the national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was 

written resembles the circle occurring in the figurative element of the aforesaid trade marks. 

The shield, which forms the background of the national trade marks, the crown, lions and 

sash with the word ‘Warszawa’ do not eliminate the similarity of the trade marks and the sign 

in question. 

 Contains a dominant element – the letter L, identical to the distinctive element 

of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of the national trade 

marks. The circle into which the letter was written resembles the circle occurring in the 



figurative element of the aforesaid trade marks. The numbers 19 and 16 do not eliminate the 

similarity of the trade marks and the sign in question – on the contrary – they highlight their 

conceptual identity, pointing out the year of establishment of the sports club. 
 

 Contains a clearly visible element – the letter L, identical to the 

distinctive element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of 

the national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was written resembles the circle 

occurring in the figurative element of the aforesaid trade marks. The shape of the razor blade 

and white/red/green colours do not eliminate the similarity of the trade marks and the sign in 

question. 
 

 Contains a distinctive central element – the letter L, identical to the 

distinctive element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and CTM 3 805 439 and all of 

the national trade marks. The laurel wreath, into which the letter was written, resembles the 

circle occurring in the aforesaid trade marks. The words ‘URODZIŁEM SIĘ Z, W SERCU’, 

the crown and white/red/green colours do not eliminate the similarity of the trade marks and 

the sign in question. 
 

 Contains a dominant element – the letter L (a symbol in sign language), 

identical to the distinctive element of Community trade marks CTM 3 805 439 and 

CTM 3 805 439 and all of the national trade marks. The circle into which the letter was 

written also occurs in the figurative element of the aforesaid trade marks. 

 

Identical or very similar goods offered by the parties to the proceedings (sports 

memorabilia) are targeted at the same group of people (fans) and used by the fans in relation 

to organised competitions or sports events (for example, football matches). Additionally, they 

are used in relation to the promotion (advertising) of the competitions or sports events. They 

are offered in similar conditions, and their low price does not inhibit or hinder their purchase. 

Therefore, in the case of the aforesaid signs, there is a likelihood of confusion of buyers as to 

the origin of the products they are being offered. 



 
 

 The sign contains a dominant element: a razor blade in club colours, 

written into a circle and the letter symbols LW (initials of the Legia Warszawa sports club) 

and number symbols 1916 (year of establishment of the club). It is an emblem of a football 

fan (traditional symbol of a stadium, colours) that uses the name and year of establishment of 

the club to the extent necessary to establish which club he is a fan of. The use is consistent 

with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters. 
 

 The sign in club colours – white/red/green – contains the letter symbols 

LW (initials of the Legia Warszawa sports club) and number symbols 1916 (year of 

establishment). It is an emblem of a football fan (colours) that uses the name and year of 

establishment of the club to the extent necessary to establish which club he is a fan of. The 

use is consistent with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters. 
 

 The sign in club colours – white/red/green – is an emblem of a 

football fan that refers to the name of the club (Legiunia Warszawa) to the extent necessary to 

establish which club he is a fan of. The use is consistent with honest practices in industrial or 

commercial matters. 
 

 The sign in club 

colours – white/red/green – together with the symbol of the stadium (razor blade) and the 

crest of Warsaw is an emblem of a football fan that refers to the name of the club 

(Legioholicy ze Stolicy) to the extent necessary to establish which club he is a fan of. The use 

is consistent with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters. 
 

 The sign in club colours – white/red/green – is an emblem 



of a football fan that refers to the name of the club (Legionistka z krwi i kości)) to the extent 

necessary to establish which club he is a fan of. The use is consistent with honest practices in 

industrial or commercial matters. 
 

 The sign in club colours – white/red/green – together with the 

symbol of the stadium (razor blade) and numbers 1916, is an emblem of a football fan that 

refers to the name of the club (Legionista) to the extent necessary to establish which club he is 

a fan of. The use is consistent with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters. 

 
The Court does not agree with the claimant’s assertion of the strong ill will of the 

respondent in terms of choosing the markings of its products. This belief stems from the 

company identifying its trade marks and symbols, or club colours, and overlooking the rights 

of a third party to use the trade mark under Article 12 of the Regulation. It should, however, 

be stated that the scope of the infringements and degree of illegality of the action are 

irrelevant to the Court using prohibitive sanctions and imposing the obligation of publishing 

the decision, to serve for the removal of the effects of the infringement. 

 
The prohibitive demands taken into account by the Court (paragraph 1(a)-(i), (m)-(p) 

and (t) of the statement of claim) find legal basis in the provisions of Article 102(1) in 

conjunction with Article 9(1)(b) of the Regulation and Article 296(1) in conjunction with 

Article 296(2)(2) of the p.w.p. In relation to the signs specified in paragraph 1(j), (k), (l), (q), 

(r) and (s) of the statement of claim, which, when used by the respondent within the necessary 

limits, in accordance with honest practices in industrial or commercial matters, do not infringe 

the claimant’s rights, the claim was dismissed. The Court also considered as unfounded the 

demand (paragraph 2 of the statement of claim) to destroy goods, deeming their recall from 

trade, in accordance with Article 286, second sentence of the p.w.p. in conjunction with 

Article 102(2) of the regulation, as sufficient. 

 
However, the demand of paragraph 4 of the statement of claim was justified, insofar as 

making public the content of the judgment should take place on the following website: 

www.abjsport.pl, on which the respondent offers and advertises the goods in question. The 

Court also formulated the wording of the information, including in it those elements of the 

(very extensive) judgment that are significant to the buyers of the goods – sports memorabilia 

offered by the parties, together with their trade marks. The Court ordered the respondent to 

place, within 14 days of the judgment becoming final and legally valid, on the main page of 



the website at this address, and keep, for an uninterrupted period of six months, information 

with the specified wording. 
 

 

This form of publication of the judgment is the most effective. It allows information 

on the infringement to reach the group of most interested persons – the respondent’s 

customers, eliminating the high (as is the case with press publication) and, in this case, 

unjustified costs of executing the judgment. The Court held that the nature and scope of 

infringement of the exclusive rights by ABJ SPORT does not justify the demand of 

paragraph 3 of the statement of claim, publication of the judgment or information about it in 

Gazeta Wyborcza. The claimant did not demonstrate that this infringement was significant 

enough that the judgment should reach an unlimited group of people, it also did not convince 

the Court that Gazeta Wyborcza is the most widely read newspaper of L’s fans or buyers of 

sports memorabilia of the parties (Article 287(2) of the p.w.p. in conjunction with 

Article 102(2) of the Regulation. 

 
The Court dismissed as premature the demand to authorise the claimant to publish the 

judgment on the respondent’s behalf. This (at this stage of the proceedings) is not justified – 

either in Community law or national law. The claimant will be authorised to perform the 

obligation placed upon the respondent in the judgment possibly only at the stage of 

enforcement proceedings (a contrario Article 1049(1) of the k.p.c.). 

 

The Court awarded costs pursuant to Article 100, sentence 2 of the k.p.c., against 

the respondent in their entirety, as the claimant was not successful in only an insignificant 

part of its claim. 

 
The necessary costs of the proceedings incurred by the party represented by a lawyer 

comprise his fee, to an amount not exceeding the rate of fees set in the separate provisions, 

and the expenses of one lawyer, court fees and the cost of appearance in person, summoned 

by the court (paragraph 3(98) of the k.p.c). The necessary costs of the proceedings incurred by 

the party represented by a lawyer comprise his fee, to an amount not exceeding the rate of 

fees set in the separate provisions, and the expenses of one lawyer, court fees and the cost of 

appearance in person, summoned by the court (paragraph 3). Parties represented by a legal 

counsel or patent commissioner are reimbursed for the costs to the amount due under the 

provisions on lawyer’s fees (Article 99 of the k.p.c). 

 
Fees for lawyers’ activities before judicial bodies are specified by the Regulation of 

the Minister of Justice of 28 September 2002 regulating the issue of fees for lawyers’ 



activities and costs incurred by the State Treasury for pro bono legal aid provided by a lawyer 

appointed by the office. When awarding the fees for a lawyer’s activities the court considers 

the necessary workload as well as the nature of the dispute and the lawyer’s input into the 

clarification and resolution of the dispute (paragraph 2(1)). The minimum fees specified in 

chapters 3 and 4 constitute the basis for awarding the fee. The fee shall not exceed 6 times the 

minimum fee (paragraph 2(2)), the amount of which depends on the value of the object of the 

case or its type (paragraph 4(1)). In the case for the infringement of registered rights the fee 

for the lawyer is PLN 840 (paragraph 10(1)(18)). 

 
Taking account of the nature of the case, its weight and level of complexity, the Court 

held that an adequate fee for the workload of the claimant’s lawyer performing the duties of a 

lawyer is twice the minimum fee (PLN 1 680+17 as stamp duty for the power of attorney). 

 
The remaining costs demanded by the claimant were held by the Court to be 

unjustified. The incurrence of the costs shown in the list attached to the minutes of the court 

hearing was not necessary for the proper investigation of its rights by K. 

 
The Court set the final fee at PLN 3 000 and deemed it collected from the claimant to 

the amount of PLN 1 000 (Article 15(3) of the act of 28 July 2005 O kosztach sądowych w 

sprawach cywilnych (on Court Costs in Civil Matters). The unpaid portion of the final fee is 

required of the respondent, in accordance with Article 16 of the act. 


